
north  park:  Left  out  &  denied
Results from ERASE Racism’s Study of Remediation Efforts Post Superstorm Sandy

channel  park  Homes, Long  Beach  (north  park)
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long  beach

unlike  the  rest  of  long  beach,  North  park  is:

   

Bulkhead

Divided by 
railraod tracks

Overrun by
Industrial Facilities

Limited in
Recreational

Facilities

Without Bulkheads
to protect from flooding

92% 82% 79% 50%
reported that tiles in their 

home weren’t replaced.
reported their kitchen 

cabinets were not replaced.
reported that their 

appliances were not replaced.
reported their community 

expierenced flooding during both 
Sandy and during heavy rain.

reported that at least ONE 
household member  

suffers from asthma.

Results   from   ERASE   Racism's   survey:

4 7%

“ The damage required mold remediation, replacement of floors and 
drywalls, painting, replacement of appliances and kitchen cabinets, 

and repair of HVAC systems. ”

long  beach
channel  park

- Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery

October 29th, 2012 
     Superstorm Sandy swept the east coast and devastated 
     communities across New York State. It resulted in severe 
     flooding, downed power lines, and mass destruction of homes 
     leaving thousands if residents dislocated and in despair.

“Channel Park, a family delvelopment (located in 
North Park), expierienced the greatest damage
 including flooding on the first floor of home and

 community facilities.”

For more information about this report, contact ERASE Racism at:

1 (516)  921 - 4863   ext:  13
Designed by Edward Confortin (Graphic Design Intern) for ERASE Racism

Quotes  from  Channel  Park  residents:

“ I lost a lot. ”

“ A lot of water and sewage
entered my home. It just was nasty. ”

“ They said they DIDN’T have to 
replace my walls inside my bathroom. ”

“ I am worried about the mold. ”

“ I opened my cabinets and there 
was water in them. ”

“ Water got into my stove and the trays 
that I have on the bottom of it. ”

7.3%   of  the   United  states
suffer from asthma

11.5%   of   Channel  park  homes
suffer from asthma
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